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…………………………………………………………
We are back in full swing in the second half of our 2018 school year. This term we welcomed new members into
our group - Eliana, Vanshika and Eesa. As always, our days and weeks are packed with action and learning. This
term we started our journey into personalising learning by creating focus learning sessions for allour students.
Math and English Language was organized around group learning that involved common activities, and small pull
out group sessions focusing on individual needs of each and every student. We are happy to say that everyone
has settled into the new timetable well and are slowly getting to understand and focus on their personal learning
goals. The next step for our students is to take charge and begin to manage study of topics, practicing skills and
learning concepts independently. Learning to be individual thinkers, communicators and practioners is what
education at Buddhi is all about! Here is all the classroom news for Term 2 of 2018 at Buddhi Middle School!

English
Our focus for this term had been on different type of writing in addition to analysing characters, their personality,
as they read short stories or novels.
Students attempted to create their own short stories (Narrative genre), presented descriptive pieces and
informational report (Informative/Explanatory genre), wrote about their visit to Blossoms Book Store and events
(Recount writing), produced essay on ‘Success’ and ‘Importance of Technology and how we use it’ (Persuasive
genre) and some of them enjoyed creating poems on topics discussed.
~DREAMS~ (By Maya)
The remains of your thoughts unravelled,
Stretch out into a vast landscape of happenings
That seem to whirl around in your head.
Lots of things, whether you like it or not
Let themselves go, until they can no more
Only a foggy memory when you wake up
From the confines of your bed.
Students are beginning to use different figurative language forms such as similes, metaphors, personification and
alliterations in a paragraph or descriptive essay to make their writings more appealing.
Home Assignments: (Kids a-z.com) - Reading and writing a-z tasks will be assigned (alternate week) and given a
week’s time for completion. Please encourage your child to take some time off to work on their assignment.

Mathematics
As the new term kicked off, we started by warming up our math muscles by revising the fundamentals of
fractions, percentages, decimals, factors, LCM, HCF, etc. Once these seemed solid, we got down to serious
mathematical business, based on their levels.
The senior children worked on ratios, proportions and scaling and focused on how intricately connected these
topics are to fractions and percentages. A few weeks later, they moved on to statistics, unraveling the mysteries of
means, medians and modes. The children are learning to deconstruct a problem, and arrange the information
given in a manner that provides the clues to solve it. We tried to connect it back to the IBL projects where they
were exposed to data and numbers. And now we are cracking open the Geometry boxes and dabbling in shapes,
angles, parallel lines, etc.
The junior middle schoolers have been working diligently on fraction manipulation and simplification and also
grappling with decimals and percentages. They have been getting plenty of practice so they are confident about
the fundamentals as they move on to the next topic - Geometry - for a change of pace.
In addition, Meera’s math sessions keeps all the middle schoolers on their toes. They enjoy working with
mathematical “tools” that help them grasp mathematical concepts at a deeper level. Meera constantly challenges
them to think about Math in a natural and holistic way and they enjoy the puzzles she regularly tosses at them.

Inquiry Based Learning - History
We started the term by acknowledging that with Independence Day around the corner, it would be the perfect
opportunity to learn about how our country has progressed in the last 71 years. Our middle school students
brainstormed over what theme they would like to focus their research. They came up with quite an expansive
range: sports, politics, science & technology, the Indian armed forces, population, healthcare, riots, Meghalaya,
languages, art, literature, entertainment, wildlife and more!
Most of the children worked in pairs or collaborated on related topics. They started off by generating a set of
questions on which they would structure their research. Several weeks were gathering information, researching
their sources and culling and collating their findings. Some teams found experts to interview and incorporated that
into their research. They used multi-media and interactive formats to create slides, amazing short movies, charts
and reports. Quite a few could evaluate and highlight the progress, reflect and conclude the inquiry with their
opinion and articulate what they learned and how it affected future.
This inquiry provided an opportunity for our students to become aware of our country’s struggle to establish itself
after freedom and the efforts that went into building a self-governing nation, and to take pride in the breakthroughs
and advances. Almost all the teams presented their project to their classmates and teachers. It was heartening to
see the younger ones overcome their nervousness and stand up and talk confidently about their work. It was a
great way to usher in the Independence Day celebrations.
In other IBL news, the children are discussing the importance of reading a good newspaper regularly, so they can
understand the larger world around them. We try to discuss feature articles that are relevant to everyone. For
example: clean water being sold via vending machines — should water be free or be treated like a commodity?
More recently, we tried to learn about the impact of the Kerala/Coorg floods, what contributed to the devastation,

and the bravery and selflessness of our armed forces, fishermen and the common people in rescuing those in
distress.
We are also spending time learning how to evaluate sources of information, especially on the internet where there
is an excess of it, so we can choose authentic and accurate sources. This will be an ongoing effort to help develop
discernment and objectivity about topics.

Inquiry Based Learning – Science
This term the middle school children have learnt the basics in chemistry.
They learnt states of matter, atoms, elements, compounds, mixtures, drawing the electronic configuration of first
twenty elements, periodic table, writing the formula for a given ionic compound and balancing simple equations.
Independent learning was encouraged via nonfiction books, focus books and careers in chemistry. They learnt
about kitchen chemistry, chemistry in art and chemistry in day to day life via these books. They made models of
common compounds. They have science library, science news and quiz sessions as a part of the learning
program. Inquiry was based on extended learning of the topics covered in the class and all the children have
chosen one.

ICT
The topics taught this term were MS Word and MS Power Point. Learners dealt with downloading movie maker
and created movies.
The other skills learned in ICT were also integrated into other curricular areas, particularly in Inquiry learning and
project reports.

SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
Ever wondered about what we eat and where it comes from? Some of us know, but it is more important that our
children know. We at Buddhi realised that while we all eat food we seldom realise the importance of its growing
and nowadays the importance of its growing sustainably. Hence the focus of the project for the middle school
students was the sustainable management of food. From history of food to identification of day to day cereals
and grains, to visiting an organic farm to actual practicing of growing
plants was all covered in this project in the last three months.
A farm visit was organised to Annadana farm for the students to have a
real experiencer of food grown organically. Subsequently, we had
interactive class sessions with our resource person Ms Meera Huddar who
also did practical sessions of growing organic vegetables in limited spaces.
Students were surprised, enthused, excited and more importantly well
informed now. Organic gardening is now a part of Buddhi children.

ART
The middle school children created various indoor and outdoor
games for the play centre in the primary/preschool. They
worked in groups of 6 to 8 members and created games which
would be kid friendly and fun. Some of the children enjoyed
playing, trying out what they had made.

As a part of the Independence Day Celebration, children made posters to voice
out what they felt was a much-needed change in our country. Each poster
carries a different and a valid and important message. It was great to see the
maturity and sensitivity with which these messages have been put forth and
how passionate they were toward what the issues our nation faces in today’s
world.

Children were introduced to newspaper art through history. They used the techniques of rolling newspaper into
tubes, cutting them into horizontal and diagonal strips and cutting them into tiny circular shapes – sticking them
on various monuments of India. Some of the monuments were: The Taj Mahal, Parliament house, Humayun’s
Tomb, Lotus Temple, Gateway of India, Red Fort.

